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Abstract—The use of drone technology and drones are 

currently widespread due to their increasing applications. 

However, there are some specific security-based challenges in the 

authentication process. In most drone-based applications, there 

are many authentication approaches, which are subject to 

handover delay issues with security complexities for an attack. 

To end these issues, the presented research has focused on 

developing a novel Optimized deep learning model known as 

Fruit Fly based UNet Drone Assisted Security (FFUDAS) to 

remove the malicious attacks. Moreover, the user requests are 

stored in the cloud, and the stored data are trained to the drones. 

Hereafter, the drones can deliver medicine to the requestor’s 

location; in that, the malicious attacks were changes the location 

of drones. Once the attack is identified, then the attack removal 

process is done. Finally, the new path location to the requested 

user was identified with the help of fruit fly fitness; then the 

medicines are delivered to the requested user’s location. 

Furthermore, the designed procedure is executed in an NS2 

platform with required nodes. The robustness of the presented 

model was verified by evaluating the metrics like confidential 

data rate, execution time, handover delay, pack perception and 

data delivery rate, and energy consumption. Furthermore, to 

identify the effectiveness of the presented work, the presented 

model is compared with other existing schemes. The comparison 

results show that the presented model has higher throughput, less 

execution time and handover delay. 

Keywords—Drones; security; FFUDAS; malicious attack; fruit 

fly fitness; path identification; medicine delivery 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In real-world applications, the technology used in a wide 
range was the Internet of Things (IoT) [1]. It consists of 
enormous objects that are interconnected through the 
environment [2]. The IoT objects are utilized to gather data 
from different sources and the collected data were exchanged 
over the internet [3]. This confirms that the objects within IoT 
make their own decisions without the need of humans [4]. 
Hence, the IoT’s fundamental motivations are to integrate real-
world physical and computerized systems for increasing the 

economic gains and to secure the information efficiently and 
accurately [5]. The drone was a type of flying IoT object or 
unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV); it was increasingly being 
deployed and developed across the globe [6]. Initially, these 
devices was used for military applications, but now these 
devices are adopted for different services in a wide range such 
as service delivery, traffic management, industrial monitoring, 
agriculture and healthcare [7]. 

The drone’s IoT framework is shown in Fig. 1. These types 
of drones are currently used in IoT technology to play their part 
as Internet of drones (IoD), which comprises drones, remote 
users and ground station [8]. IoD has treated as a controlled 
architecture of layer network [9]. It was primarily developed to 
interconnect the UAVs access to support different navigation 
activities and control airspace [10]. In the growing number of 
IoT-enabled smart cities, there was widespread concern in 
using drones [11]. In smart cities, the most important issue was 
the authentication of drones during flight [12]. Thus, the drone 
with a secure network is important in each zones of the smart 
city [13]. 

 

Fig. 1. Drones IoT Framework. 
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Most importantly, security with low latency-based 
authentication mechanism is required for drone-assisted 
applications [14]. Moreover, preserving the service quality and 
eliminating the parameter effects may affect drones own 
mechanism [15]. 

In the IoD environment, the emerging application was 
drones in healthcare services. Using the healthcare drone 
services, the tasks like medicine delivery, medical equipment 
supply and collection of samples can be delivered to a 
particular area of patients [16]. Moreover, these services are 
also useful in tribe areas, the restriction imposed areas and 
rural areas [17]. However, the IoT healthcare service faces 
many privacy and security issues such as environmental-based 
attacks [18]. To secure the IoD environment, access control, 
key management and authentication are the primary services in 
security. Moreover, the utilization of blockchain technology 
makes the systems more robust against different attacks such as 
transparency, decentralization and immutability [19]. The 
information communicated through the IoT drone, the data 
were strictly confidential and private [20]. Several research 
works were done in the past such as authentication-based 
blockchain technology [21], 5G-based IoD environments 
blockchain challenges [22], drones system management and 
privacy [23], etc. are implemented in the past for secure 
sharing of things via UAV, but it gave poor outcomes due to 
inefficient algorithms and attack harmfulness. Hence the 
present work has aimed to develop a novel optimized deep 
learning methods in the UAV to enhance the monitoring 
function of malicious activities. By improving the monitoring 
function, the malicious attacks are identified and removed from 
the network environment. The main objective of this research 
is secure sharing of data. 

The rest of the paper is described as follows: the recent 
literatures related to the drone for sharing things is described in 
Section 2, the system model and its problem statement is 
explained in Section 3, Section 4 explains the proposed 
methodology and its process, the result and discussion of the 
presented framework is described in Section 5 and Section 6 
concludes the paper. 

II. RELATED WORK 

Some recent literatures related to the drone for medicine 
sharing are described as follows: 

The utilization of drone technology and the drone was 
widespread because of its rising applications such as safety 
surveillance, intelligent transportation, delivery, shipping, and 
military packages in IoT global landscape. However, the drone 
applications led to latency-based issues in real-time. To address 
this, Yazdinejad et al. [21] have presented a secure 
authentication-based model with less latency for drones which 
looks like leverage-based blockchain technology. Also, they 
implement an architecture zone in a drone network i.e., 
delegated drone stake proof. The results clearly demonstrated 
that the presented model has high throughput, less delay in 
end-to-end and less packet rate. Moreover, the energy 
consumption of drones is high and control of drone speed is 
difficult. 

The 5G-based IoT-enabled Internet of Drones (IoD) 
environments blockchain applicability issues and in-depth 
challenges were presented by Bera et al. [22]. Moreover, IoD 
communication entities’ data management’s new blockchain 
secure framework was presented and analyzed. The result 
indicated that the presented method offers better functionality 
requirements and security. However, there were latency issues 
and threats are at high-level. 

Due to the higher traffic demands of UAVs, it faces many 
challenges such as security, system management and privacy. 
To end this issue, Labib et al. [23] have presented a study about 
the UAV’s current state-of-art and low-altitude traffic 
management in the airspace. It additionally explored the 
landscape technical standardization and highlighted the 
synergies among UAV operations standardization efforts and 
scientific research. The study result demonstrated that the IoT 
with drones has good privacy and security. Moreover, without 
guidelines, it does not identify the risk strategies. 

Yahuza et al. [24] has assessed the recent trends in privacy 
and security issues, which affect the IoD-based network. Also, 
they investigated the privacy and security threat levels under 
various categories of the drone. The needed architecture for 
secured IoD networks and the comprehensive attacks 
taxonomy were highlighted. Moreover, the performance 
metrics and evaluation methods employed using techniques are 
also provided. However, many techniques face privacy-related 
issues and it was not rectified. 

To tackle the Authenticated key management (AKM) 
issues in IoD environment, Tanveer et al. [25] have presented a 
robust AKM for IoD (RAMP-IoD), which utilizes lightweight 
cryptography. It also verifies the authenticity of users and it set 
a session-key among specific drones and users. The results 
indicated that the presented RAMP-IoD method had enhanced 
communication, computational overheads and high security. 
Furthermore, this protocol was not resource-efficient in IoD 
environmental security. The overall state-of-art comparison of 
existing literature is described in Table I. 

The recent existing techniques did not resolve the security-
based issues. Therefore, a novel nature inspired algorithm with 
network is designed in this research to resolve the security 
issues. Moreover, the key contribution of this research work is 
summarized as follows: 

 Initially, the required number of nodes is designed in 
the NS2 environment. 

 Consequently, a novel FFUDAS was designed to 
monitor the malicious activities in the present nodes. 

 Hereafter, the malicious nodes are predicted and 
removed from the network environment. 

 Thus, the drone-based IoT system was protected against 
the harmful activities; also the malicious nodes are in 
the way of data transfer, then data is handed over to 
other nodes by the fitness of fruit fly. 

 Finally, the key metrics are calculated in terms of data 
delivery rate, confidentiality, handover delay, execution 
time, packet drop, energy consumption. 
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TABLE I. STATE-OF-ART COMPARISON 

Sl.no Authors Techniques Merits Demerits 

1 
Yazdinejad 

et al. [21] 
DDPOS 

It can detect the 

attacks in an 

efficient manner 
with good accuracy 

The energy 
consumption of 

drones is high 

and control of 
drone speed is 

difficult 

2 
Bera et al. 

[22] 

BSD2C-

IoD 

It offers better 

functionality 

requirements and 
security 

Latency issues 
and threats are 

in high-level 

3 
Labib et 

al. [23] 

Study of 

UAV 

The study reports 

that IoT enabled 

drone has precise 
results in security 

This study does 

not provide 
future scopes 

and risk 

strategies 

4 
Yahuza et 

al. [24] 

IoD 

security 
assessment 

The performance of 

the drones security 

under variety of 
categories are 

determined 

The privacy-

based 

challenges are 
not resolved 

yet 

5 
Tanveer et 

al. [25] 
RAMP-IoD 

It improves the 

security, 

communication and 
performance 

The process 
consumes more 

energy 

III. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM DESCRIPTION 

To improve the lifestyle of people and to reduce the human 
efforts and risks, drone application has become the most 
required sector in recent era. In drone communication securing 
the information is a much need task because the sensed data 
has remained in a wide range. So, it is vulnerable to get 
attacked by harmful malicious events. 

Once the data is corrupted during the transmission, then the 
receiver or user can attain the wrong data, which is not useful 
for the specific users. Also, it might cause any wrong incident 
to that specific user. Moreover, in the medical field, security is 
the primary task; if the medical information from doctor to 
patient or from patient to doctor has got collapse, and then it 
tends to happen huge loss in the sense of money and health. 
The system model with problem in sharing is shown in Fig. 2. 

 

Fig. 2. System Model with Issues. 

IV. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

The drone-based medical delivery system is introduced in 
many rare situations to support the people from the tragedy. 
Hence, the medical assist drone contains user profile and 
location details. So to secure those data, the present research 
has aimed to design the security framework based on the 
monitoring and prediction model. 

Moreover, the novel technique is named Fruit Fly based 
UNet Drone Assisted Security (FFUDAS) architecture was 
designed in the NS2 network. Subsequently, the malicious 
activities in between the drone were predicted and neglected 
from the drone environment. The proposed architecture is 
detailed in Fig. 3. 

 

Fig. 3. Proposed Architecture. 

A. Proposed FFUDAS Framework 

The proposed FFUDAS model is a combination of Fruit fly 
optimization [26] and UNet based deep learning [27] approach. 
Initially, the cloud receives the user requirements and location, 
and is stored in the memory of UNet. Various blocks are 
designed to store the user details, but the current research work 
has focused on the supply of medicine in the emergency 
period. Moreover, from the requested data, the requested user 
is identified in the starting stage. Initially, the node selection is 
described in (1): 

 nNnyR ,.....,3,2,1)( *
            (1) 

Where, )(nyR
 
represents the objective function, and *N

denotes the designed number of nodes in the network 
environment. After designing of nodes, the user needs and 
locations are collected, and then stored in the memory layer of 
the UNet. Hereafter, the information’s are sent to the drone 
management or drone controller to supply the medicine to the 
requestor. The requested users’ information gathering process 
is expressed in (2): 

).( **

rr UGC 
              (2) 

Where, *
rC

 
denotes the cloud receiver, G  represents the 

gathering of user information, and *
rU

 
is the user needs. 

Moreover, the drone controller randomly initialized the 
location of the drone using a fruit fly-based location to send the 
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medicines. The fruit fly-based location identification is shown 
in (3): 

  minminmax, DDDrandD iaxis 
           (3) 

Where, 
naxisaxisaxisiaxis DDDD ,2,1,, ,.......,, , rand is 

the randomly generated drone in uniform and its range is [0,1], 

maxD
 
and 

minD  
are the distances of drone from the location 

of the requestor to drone management ni ,...,2,1 . 

Moreover, due to some attacks, the drone was moved to the 
wrong location. Hence, attacks in network is identified based 
on UNet and it is expressed in (4), 

 












 


2

2

21

2

)()(
exp.)()(



aDaD
mamam lx

           (4) 

Where,  am  
represents the presence of malicious attack, 

)(amx  
denotes the moving location of drones through the 

attack, lm
 
denotes the drone pathway, )(1 aD  

and )(2 aD
 

represents the distances between drones and attacks, and   
is 

the range of drones. Based on the above expression, the attacks 
in the frames are identified. Moreover, after identification of 
attacks, it was removed by following (5), 

 iaxisDamrA ,)()(  
            (5) 

Where,   represents the fitness of fruit fly,   denotes the 

identified attack. Moreover, the proposed FFUDAS layer is 
shown in Fig. 4. 

After the elimination of the attack, the new locations for the 
requestor are randomly generated through the search process, 
which is shown in (6), 

randomDD iaxisji  ,,              (6) 

Where, 
locNj ,.....2,1 , locN

 
represents the new 

location, and random were range in the range of [-1,1]. Then 

the location of the user is calculated using (7), 

Dloc nyRU )(* 
              (7) 

 

Fig. 4. Proposed FFUDAS Layer. 

Here, *
locU

 
is the location of user, and 

DnyR )(  
represents 

the searching process of locations. Moreover, by removing the 
attacks, the drones were successfully delivered the medicines 
to the requested user. Then the medicine-delivered drones are 
return to drone management. The pseudocode of the proposed 
FFUDAS framework is shown in Algorithm 1. 

Algorithm 1: Proposed FFUDAS framework 

 Start  

{  

 Initialize: D1,D2,D3  

 // here D1,D2,D3 are the used drones  

 Information gathering process ()  

 {  

 userrequirements + location
*
mS  

 

 // here *
mS  

denotes the storing and memory 

layer 

 

 Analyze requestor needs (subject)  

 // analyzing the needs of requestor: requested things  

 if (subject medicine}  

 {  

 Medicine requested user  

 }else (other things)  

 Location identification process ()  

 {  

 int 
iaxisDD ,   // using (3)  

 // here D is the drone 

controller 

 

 }  

 Identification of attack ()  

 {  

 UAV )(* amlt    

 // here *
tl  

represents the location of attack and )(am

represents the presence of attack 

 

 }  

 UAV working frame  

 {  

 int R, S;  

       // here R is drones travel initiating point and  

S is the location of target 
 

 Start (R)End (S)  

 start (R) =drone *
cl
; end (S) = requestor

*
cl  

 

 // here *
cl
represents the location  

 Dronerequestor = initialending  

         // by defining the location of requestor, the initial and  

ending time of drone is fixed 
 

 Return starting point  

 }  

 Performance evaluation  

}  

 Stop  
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The travelling time of the drone from starting point to the 
target attaining point is determined using (8), 

cedisES tyty

t tanmin_
            (8) 

Where, t  
represents the time taken to deliver the 

medicine to the requestor, tyS
 
denotes the drone starting time 

for medicine delivery, and 
tyE

 
represents the time at which 

the medicine was delivered in the correct location of the 
requestor. Furthermore, the drone speed depended on the 
weather condition, if the atmosphere has a high range of 
humidity, then the drone speed is low. Also, it takes more time 
to reach the target location. In addition, the flow chart of the 
proposed FFDUAS framework is shown in Fig. 5. 

The presented FFUDAS model removes the malicious 
attacks from the nodes and creates a new path to deliver the 
medicine to the requested user. By removing the attacks, the 
paths were cleared and it delivered the medicine safely to the 
requestor location. 

 

Fig. 5. Flow Chart of Proposed FFUDAS. 

V. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

The presented research work is executed in the NS2 
platform and running in the UBUNTU OS platform. Initially, 
the required number of nodes is designed with required labels; 
in these, some nodes are requested nodes (medicine), drone 
nodes, drone controller nodes and other normal nodes. In this 
process, initially, the requestor’s needs and locations are stored 
in the memory of the cloud. Moreover, in the NS2 platform, 
the cloud memory is named as drone controller or drone 
management. The stored details are trained to the drones for 
medicine delivery to the target location of the requestor. 

For numerical solutions, there are several optimizations, but 
the reason for selecting this particular fruit fly algorithm is to 
find the new path for the target location and to identify the 
location of attacks. The correlation of fruit fly and UNet 
removes the attack from paths and develops a new pathway. 
Generally, the fitness of the fruit fly algorithm is based on the 
location search. This reason has turned the interest to make use 
of fruit fly in this research. 

A. Case Study 

To validate the robustness of the presented model, 130 
nodes are designed initially in the NS2 environment. 
According to this current research, the 130 nodes are 
considered as users and 6 nodes are requestors which are 
mentioned in sky blue color. The requestor needs are stored in 
the memory of the cloud that hub is colored as blue. The 
presented FFUDAS model node is represented in light brown 
color. 

Moreover, to train the drones, drone management is 
required and it is represented in green color. Here, 3 nodes 
were totally used as a drone, which is mentioned in rose color. 
The node designed frame in NS2 is shown in Fig. 6. 

Furthermore, after training the user location and requests to 
the drone, it has initiation the finding process of location, 
which is shown in Fig. 7. After the identification of paths, GPS 
helps to identify the location. The identified request or location 
frame is shown in Fig. 8. 

 

Fig. 6. Node Designed Frame. 
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Fig. 7. Location Searching Frame. 

 

Fig. 8. Identified Requestor Location Frame. 

After the identification of the requestor location, the drones 
were moved through the location. While the drone attempts to 
reach a zone, the malicious attack i.e., DoS (Denial of Service) 
like AUTH attack was happened. Moreover, the presented DoS 
attack was mentioned in red color and it is removed by the 
presented FFUDAS model. Moreover, the designed attacks and 
removed attacks in the designed frame are shown in Fig. 9 and 
10, respectively. 

Finally, the initiated drones have reached the destination 
and delivered the medicines after the removal of attacks which 
is represented in Fig. 11. When the things delivered, then the 
drone returns to the location of drone management, where it 
has been started. 

The green color indicates the medicine delivered to the 
particular requestor. After delivery of medicines, the drones 
return to the drone management is represented as pink color. 

 

Fig. 9. Attacks in Designed Frame. 

 

Fig. 10. Removed Attacks in Frame. 

 

Fig. 11. Request Delivered. 

B. Performance Evaluation 

To validate the presented FFUDAS models proficient 
score, the function validation is a crucial task. Moreover, the 
robustness and working of the designed model were analyzed 
by evaluating the key metrics with different data counts. 
Hence, the metrics like data delivery rate (DDR), confidential 
rate, handover delay, execution time, packet reception rate 
(PRR), and energy consumption were validated for the 
different data counts. 

1) Data delivery rate (DDR) and packet perception rate 

(PPR): Data delivery rate is defined as the ratio of a difference 

between the number of data sent and the number of data 

bounces to the number of data sent. It is calculated using (9), 

ds

dbds

N

NN
DDR




              (9) 

Where, 
dsN  

represents the total number of sent data and 

dbN  
denotes the total number of data bounces. The obtained 

DDR are shown in Fig. 12 and the results obtained are shown 
in Table II. 

The packet perception rate is defined as the ratio of the 
number of packets delivered in the target location to the 
number of packets sent to the target location. It is expressed in 
(10): 

tp

tp

S

D
PPR

.

.






            (10) 
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Fig. 12. Data Delivery Rate. 

TABLE II. OBTAINED DATA DELIVERY AND PACKET PERCEPTION RATE 

Sl.no Data count DDR PPR 

1 20 0.9921 0.98 

2 40 0.9887 0.975 

3 60 0.9832 0.951 

4 80 0.9764 0.932 

5 100 0.9732 0.925 

6 130 0.9654 0.918 

Where, 
tpD .

 
represents the total number of packets 

delivered to the requestor and 
tpS .

 
represents the total 

number of packets sent to the requestor. Moreover, the 
obtained PPR at different data counts is shown in Fig. 13. 

The results indicated that the presented model has higher 
DDR and PPR at 130 nodes. The proposed framework has the 
finest result in both data delivery and packet perception rate. 
The DDR and PPR has attained mean as 0.98, and 0.95, 
respectively, which are effective for successive data sharing. 

2) Execution time and Handover delay: The length of the 

time needed to perform a complete process is known to be 

execution time. It is also known as computation time or 

running time. Moreover, it is proportional to the rule 

applications. Its unit is meter second and the time obtained to 

complete the process in different data counts is shown in 

Fig. 14. 

 

Fig. 13. Obtained PPR at different Data Counts. 

 

Fig. 14. Execution Time in different Data Counts. 

Due to attacks, the delivery of the material was delayed to 
the requestor from the setting time. However, the presented 
FFUDAS framework has less handover delay due to removal 
of attacks in the network. Furthermore, the obtained result of 
execution time and handover delay is shown in Table III. 

TABLE III. RESULT OF EXECUTION TIME AND HANDOVER DELAY 

Sl.no Data count Execution time (ms) Handover delay (ms) 

1 20 0.053 0.2 

2 40 0.065 0.25 

3 60 0.069 0.39 

4 80 0.077 0.4 

5 100 0.083 0.5 

6 130 0.092 0.8 

Moreover, handover delay is the time, which taken for 
redirecting the ongoing location, when the node changes its 
point from one location to another. The obtained handover 
delay is shown in Fig. 15 and its unit is meter second (ms). 

3) Confidential rate and energy consumption: In contrast, 

when the drone is close to the requested user, the drone 

usually slows down and it increases the transmission power 

for the confidential data rate. The confidential data rate is high 

at 20 data counts and less at 130 data counts. Moreover, the 

test results of confidential rate and energy consumption at 

different data counts is shown in Table IV. 

 

Fig. 15. Handover Delay at different Data Counts. 
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TABLE IV. RESULT OF ENERGY CONSUMPTION AND CONFIDENTIAL RATE 

Sl.no 
Data 

count 

Confidential data 

rate (Mbps) 

Energy consumption (Joule) 

 104 

1 20 130 2.10 

2 40 125 2.12 

3 60 120 2.16 

4 80 110 2.18 

5 100 100 2.22 

6 130 95 2.25 

Furthermore, the accumulated test result of confidential 
data rate and the energy consumption is shown in Fig. 16 and 
17 respectively. The result indicated that the presented model 
has less energy consumption in all the nodes and the 
confidential rate were decreased gradually due to the 
elimination of attack nodes. 

In UAVs, the important part is energy consumption; the 
drone with less energy consumption only reaches the target 
location without any delay. The energy of drones receives 
through wireless charging, which is utilized to process the 
user’s tasks in the drone coverage area. The unit of energy 
consumption is joule. 

Energy consumption is evaluated for determining how 
much energy is being consumed by the FFUDAS framework. 
The result demonstrated that the presented framework 
consumes less energy over a large distance. Normally, due to 
changes in weather conditions, the drone consumes higher 
energy. 

 

Fig. 16. Confidential Data Rate. 

 

Fig. 17. Energy Consumption. 

C. Comparative Analysis 

The performance of any application can be valued by 
validating the chief metrics like throughput, execution time, 
and handover delay. To identify the effectiveness of the 
presented research work, the presented model was compared 
with other existing models like DDPOS [21], BSD2C-IoD 
[22], BACS-IoD [28], and SDN-MIH [29]. The comparison 
result is shown in Table V. 

The comparison result indicated that the presented model 
has higher throughput than other models. The presented 
FFUDAS model has attained the throughput of 0.96 Mbps, 
DDPOS has attained the throughput as 0.000275 Mbps, and 
SDN-MIH-UAV has attained 0.167 Mbps as throughput. The 
comparison of throughput and handover delay is shown in 
Fig. 18. 

From the comparison result, the attained handover delay of 
the proposed FFUDAS model was 0.423ms, DDPOS was 
0.425ms, and SDN-MIH-UAV was 3.02ms. The result 
indicated that the presented model has less handover delay than 
other existing works. Moreover, the comparison of execution 
time with other existing models is shown in Fig. 19. 

Moreover, the yielded execution time of the presented 
FFUDAS model was 0.073ms, DDPOS was 5.57ms, BSD2C-
IoD was 0.97 and BACS-IoD was 1.33ms. The comparison 
result demonstrated that the presented model has less execution 
time than other models. 

TABLE V. COMPARISON OF METRICS WITH EXISTING WORKS 

Sl.no Techniques 
Throughput 

(Mbps) 

Execution 

time (ms) 

Handover 

delay (ms) 

1 DDPOS [21] 0.000275 5.57 0.425 

2 BSD2C-IoD [22] - 0.97 - 

3 BACS-IoD [28] - 1.33 - 

4 
SDN-MIH-UAV 
[29] 

0.167 - 3.02 

5 
Proposed 
(FFUDAS) 

0.96 0.073 0.423 

 

Fig. 18. Comparison of Throughput and Handover Delay. 
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Fig. 19. Comparison of Execution Time. 

D. Discussion 

The outcome of the designed model has gained the finest 
results in all key metrics, which shows the effectiveness of the 
model. Also, the present research method’s plan will help to 
enlarge the smart city applications. Moreover, the presented 
model has less execution time of 0.073ms. So, considering that 
the proposed FFUDAS technique has gained the best 
outstanding results within a short duration. The proposed 
FFUDAS overall performances mean is shown in Table VI. 

TABLE VI. OVERALL PERFORMANCE OF FFUDAS 

Performance of FFUDAS 

Parameters Obtained score 

DDR 0.98 

PPR 0.95 

Execution time (ms) 0.073 

Handover delay (ms) 0.423 

Confidential data rate (MbPS) 113 

Energy consumption x 104 (Joule)  2.17 

Hence, the presented model is applicable to supply 
medicines through drones and adoptable for monitoring and 
removing attacks. The novel FFUDAS takes average 0.98 as 
DDR that is high; the techniques with high data delivery rate 
are applicable for smart city applications. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

To ensure secure communication and less delay between 
UAVs in a smart city, the process of authentication must be 
established properly between the requestors in each zone. In 
some cases, the security of drones is a complex problem due to 
attacks. Moreover, the presented research has developed an 
FFUDAS model to remove and identify the attacks. The fitness 
of fruit fly is upgraded in the location identification layer to 
gain the finest results. Finally, the robustness of the presented 
model was evaluated by measuring the metrics like data 
delivery and packet perception rate, confidential data rate, 
execution time, energy consumption and handover delay. In all 

metrics, the presented FFUDAS model has yielded better 
results by attaining 0.96 Mbps throughput, 0.073 ms execution 
time and 0.423 ms hand over delay. By comparing with other 
models, the presented model has attained the finest outcome. 
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